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Abstract 

 

Flow accelerated corrosion is typical corrosion phenomena in the oil and gas industry. The effect of 

the vortex on flow accelerated corrosion was investigated in this research. To simulate the oil and gas 

field, a loop flow system and Fluent simulation software were used. The results show that in loop 

corrosion system a higher corrosion rate was gained in 3% NaCl solution with 0.3MPa CO2 pressures 

and different flow rate(0.25m/s, 0.4m/s and 0.5m/s) than in the autoclave. The corrosion products 

morphology on the coupons surface in the loop corrosion system was smooth, with the flake-shape 

corrosion product falling in some areas. Fluent simulation results show that the vortex was the main 

reason for flow accelerated corrosion. In the complete turbulence condition, vortices were formed in 

the transitional layer from laminar to turbulent, transferring Fe2+ from viscous sublayer to the bulk 

fluid. The movement of Fe2+ to the bulk solution increased the dissolution rate of corrosion products 

on the surface. Thus, the corrosion was accelerated as the flow rate increased. The viscous sublayer 

became thinner, while the vortex strength near the wall gradually increased, which made severe 

corrosion on the sample surface. 
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Introduction 

 

Flow accelerated corrosion(FAC) refers to the phenomenon of accelerated metal 

destruction caused by the relative movement between the corrosive fluid and the metal surface, 

which is usually caused by the synergistic action of fluid flushing and corrosion [1]. 

According to different corrosive media, it can be divided into single-phase FAC, double-phase 

FAC and multi-phase FAC. However, the most studied are liquid-gas and liquid-solid 

double-phase FAC. Currently, the theory of FAC is not perfect [2,3]. 

In 1990, Prof. U.Lotz and J.Postlethwaite of Canada adopted the principle of 

conservation of axial and radial momentum based on the continuity equations and 

conservation of mass in fluid dynamics. The experimental equipment of the loop corrosion 

system was established to study the flow pattern changes of sudden contraction and sudden 

expansion of the pipe section for the first time. It is preliminarily believed that the abrupt 

changes in pipe geometry can lead to the formation of different sizes vortices during fluid 

flow. The formation of this vortices is the main cause of accelerated corrosion [4]. In the late 
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1990s, the loop flow accelerated corrosion only stayed in the software simulation stage. 

Ma,K.T.,Ferng,Y.M. and Ma,Y.P. used fluent software to simulate the liquid-gas double-phase 

flow in the pipeline, indicating that the degree of corrosion is different at each position of the 

bent pipe section during the flow [5]. In 2010, M.El-Gammal simulated the effect of fluid 

hydraulic action on the FAC process. The results show that the impact of the fluid will make 

the wall thickness thinner [6]. It was not until 2011-2015 that researchers were able to 

combine fluid flow regimes with electrochemical corrosion by experimental means for 

validate the simulation results, and then the factors that influence the FAC are systematically 

analyze [7-10]. 

Compared with the conventional high-temperature and high-pressure autoclave, the loop 

corrosion system is more similar to the actual corrosion of oil pipelines. In the autoclave, 

corrosive sample drives the corrosion solution to rotate, a relatively low flow rate is generated 

between the corrosion sample and the corrosion solution, which is dominated by the mass 

transfer process in its corrosion process (Fig.1) [11]. In this state, the dissolution and diffusion 

rate of corrosion products is slower, the protective effect on the metal surface is better and the 

corrosion rate is lower; while the corrosion rate between the fixed corrosion sample and the 

flowing corrosion solution in the loop corrosion system has a relatively high flow rate. As the 

flow rate increases, the corrosion process gradually transitions from reaction control to FAC 

control (Fig.1) [12,13]. At higher flow rates, the rate of wall thinning increases, and which is 

affected by three stages: 1) The rate of electrochemical oxidation to produce Fe2+ on the metal 

surface; 2) The deposition rate of Fe2+ on the metal surface and the dissolution rate of the 

outermost corrosion products in the boundary layer electrolyte; 3) The diffusion rate of Fe2+ 

from the boundary layer to the bulk fluid; As the flow rate increases, the mass transfer rate at 

the boundary layer increases, accelerating the dissolution rate of the corrosion products on the 

metal surface and the diffusion rate to the bulk fluid, thereby promoting the thinning of the 

wall, causing a sharply corrosion rate [14-17]. 

 

Fig.1. Corrosion control process 

 

The corrosion of L360 carbon steel in the loop corrosion system and the autoclave at 

different flow rates in 0.3MPa CO2 of 3% sodium chloride was studied. It was found that the 

corrosion rate of the L360 carbon steel using the loop corrosion system test under the same 

conditions was 1.5 times that of the autoclave. The corrosion product morphology on the 
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sample surface in the loop system was smooth, with the flake-shape corrosion product falling 

in some areas. Fluent simulation results show that the vortex was the main reason for flow 

accelerated corrosion. In the complete turbulence condition, vortices were formed in the 

transitional layer from laminar to turbulent, transferring Fe2+ from viscous sublayer to the 

bulk fluid, further promote the dissolution of corrosion products on the metal surface and 

accelerate wall thinning. 

 

Experimental 

 

Loop corrosion system 

 

 
Fig.2. Schematic diagram of flow accelerated corrosion loop corrosion system and corrosion 

sample mold: (a) loop corrosion system, (b) corrosion sample mold 

 

Loop corrosion system experimental equipment consists of five parts: high temperature 

and high pressure autoclave, pump, visual pipe section, test pipe section and flow meter 

(Fig.2(a)). The autoclave is mainly used for containing corrosive liquids and controlling the 

temperature of corrosive liquids. Suspension corrosion coupons can be placed in the autoclave 

for corrosion experiment. The autoclave is connected with the entire loop pipe section, and 

the gas is introduced into the solution through the autoclave to maintain a constant pressure in 

loop corrosion system during experiment. The pump can change the flow rate of the fluid in 

loop corrosion system and determine the flow rate value through flow meter. Placing a mold 

which embedded the coupons in the test pipe section for FAC test, FAC mold was made of 

teflon, each mold can be embedded with three FAC coupons (fig.2(b)). Six molds can be 

placed in the test pipe section for parallel testing and the flow pattern can be observed under 

different flow patterns of the fluid flow rate through visual pipe section during the test. 

 

Materials and corrosion environment 

 

Pipeline carbon steel (L360) coupons, with the chemical composition of 97.6% Fe, 

0.16% C, 1.6% Mn, 0.45% Si, 0.015% S, 0.025% P, 0.06%V, 0.05%Nb and 0.04%Ti, were 

cut with dimensions of 50mm×10 mm×3 mm from a pipeline sample,  
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All coupons were ground with 400, 800, 1200 and 1500 grit silicon carbide paper, and finally 

polished with W2.5 diamond polishing paste. The polished coupons was cleaned with acetone 

and then dried under warm air. Vernier caliper was used to measure the exact size of the 

corroded specimen to determine the corrosion rate. A 6mm hole was punched in one end of 

the partially cut coupons, using teflon screws to fix it on the teflon rotating plate in the 

autoclave to perform corrosion experiments. The coupons in loop corrosion test section was 

sealed with 704 silicone rubber on 5 sides, and the sealed coupons was embedded in mold so 

that only a 50 mm x 10 mm surface was left for each test coupons to carry out the loop 

corrosion test. 

The corrosive liquid in the corrosive environment is mainly composed of 3% sodium 

chloride solution, and total volume of the solution is 30L, the entire loop corrosion system is 

deoxygenated by passing N2 through the autoclave for 15 hours, a 0.3 MPa CO2 corrosive gas 

was introduced and the corrosion solution temperature was maintained at 50℃ for the 

corrosion test. 

 

Characterization of corrosion products after corrosion 

 

After corrosion test in loop corrosion system, the corrosive coupons in the autoclave and 

loop test pipe sections were taken out and soaked in an acetone solution for dehydration, and 

then dried under warm air. The surface morphology of the corrosion product was observed 

under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and the composition of the surface corrosion 

product was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). 

 

Weight loss and corrosion rate analysis 

 

The corrosion rate of coupons was calculated by measuring the corrosion weight loss of 

corrosion coupons. The corrosion coupons in autoclave and loop corrosion system were 

immersed in 10% hydrochloric acid solution while adding a small amount of 

hexamethylenetetramine protected metal substrate, after washing for 5 to 10 minutes under 

ultrasound, the surface hydrochloric acid solution was washed with deionized water, the 704 

silicone rubber covered by the surface of the coupons in the loop corrosion system was 

scraped with a blade, dehydrated in an acetone solution, and then weighing after dried under 

warm air. 

The formula for calculating the uniform corrosion rate of corrosion coupons in autoclave 

and loop corrosion system is as follows[18]: 

 

 

 

The calculation of the coupons surface area in the formula is very important. Coupons in 

the autoclave need to calculate the area of all the surface areas to remove the two round holes, 

while the corrosion coupons in loop corrosion system only needs to calculate the surface area 

of one etched surface. 
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Numerical simulation 

 

 

 

  

Fig.3. Schematic diagram of pipeline model and meshing: (a) three-dimensional solid model, 

(b)meshing, (c) partial enlarged grid, (d) section meshing 

 

Build a three-dimensional solid model with a diameter of 0.025m and a length of 0.5m 

by SolidWorks software (Fig.3(a)). Import this solid model into ANSYS Workbench to create 

a fluid model, and then meshing through the ICEM module in ANSYS, volume meshes were 

constructed with the max interval size of 0.001m（Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) and the total number 

of grids is 1,382,261. In order to study the flow pattern of the fluid near wall, the mesh near 

wall surface is encrypted (Fig.3(d)). Set fluid inlet face type to VELOCITY-INLET, outlet 

face type to OUTFLOW, and wall type to WALL. Fluent fluid simulation software in ANSYS 

was used to simulate the fluid flow regime, inlet speeds were set to 0.25m/s, 0.5m/s, 1m/s, 

1.5m/s, and 2m/s under 0.3MPa simulation pressure, respectively. According to the 

incompressibility of the fluid, k-e double equation turbulence model was used to simulate the 

solution, k, which refers to turbulent kinetic energy, was set as 1m2/s2 and e, which refers to 

turbulent dissipation rate, was set as 1m2/s3. The k–e turbulence equation was solved by 

iterative method with a convergence criterion of 0.00001 [19-23]. 

 

Results 

 

Weight loss measurement 

 

After corrosion test in autoclave and loop corrosion system, it was found that the 

uniform corrosion rate of L360 was high at a temperature of 50°C and a CO2 partial pressure 

of 0.3 MPa. When the flow rate is 0.25m/s, the corrosion rate in loop corrosion system and 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) (d) 
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autoclave is 15.9mm/a and 9.8mm/a, respectively. The uniform corrosion rate of coupons in 

loop corrosion system is about 1.5 times than that in autoclave. With the increase of the flow 

rate, the uniform corrosion rate in loop corrosion system and autoclave significantly increased. 

When the flow rate increased to 0.5 m/s, the corrosion rate in loop corrosion system and 

autoclave increased to 23.1 mm/a and 17.6mm/a (Fig.4). 
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Fig.4 Uniform corrosion rates at different flow rates 

 

Analysis of corrosion products 

 

After corrosion test in loop corrosion system and autoclave, the corrosion products on 

the surface of coupons was observed by SEM. It was found that the corrosion products on the 

surface of coupons in autoclave showed a natural growth state. With the increase of the flow 

rate, the granular corrosion products on the surface of coupons gradually increased, the 

surface of the corrosion products was rough, and the undulation was large (Fig.5(a), (c) and 

(e)) [24], Some local areas showed a massive exfoliation, and expose the bottom substrate 

(Fig.5(c)). However, for corrosion coupons in loop corrosion system, as the flow rate increase, 

the bond between corrosion products particles on the surface of coupon gradually becomes 

tighter and the corrosion products surface is smoother with the flake-shape corrosion products 

falling in some areas (Fig.5(b), (d) and (f)), after flake-shape corrosion products falling the 

granular corrosion products were still visible at the bottom (Fig.5(d)) [25]. 

 

    

(a) (b) 
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Fig.5 Corrosion products topography in autoclave and loop corrosion system under different 

flow rates: (a), (c), (e) were 0.25m/s, 0.4m/s, 0.5m/s in autoclave; (b), (d), (f) were 0.25m/s, 

0.4m/s, 0.5m/s in loop corrosion system 

 

 

Fig.6 Corrosion coupons XRD analysis results at 0.5m/s flow rate after corrosion in 

autoclave and loop corrosion system 

 

In order to determine the specific composition of corrosion products on the corrosion 

surface of the coupons, XRD analysis was performed on corrosion coupons with a flow rate 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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of 0.5 m/s in autoclave and in loop corrosion system. The results show that the surface of 

coupons in autoclave contains granular FeCO3 and Fe3C (Fig.6), among them, FeCO3 is the 

main corrosion products produced by CO2 corrosion, and Fe3C is the exposed cementite after 

surface block FeCO3 falling[26]; The surface of the coupons corroded in Loop corrosion 

system contains only a large amount of FeCO3 particles, but the surface FeCO3 with 

flake-shape falling in some areas and after flake-shape FeCO3 falling the granular FeCO3 

were still visible at the bottom (Fig.5(d)). 

 

Fluent simulation 

 

By comparing the corrosion of coupons in autoclave and loop corrosion system, it is 

found that the surface corrosion morphology is quite different, FAC in loop corrosion system 

is closer to the corrosion of the oil and gas industry. After obtained the flow pattern of the 

fluid by Fluent simulation [27,28] the corrosion mechanism of FAC in loop corrosion system 

is further analyzed. 

(1) Velocity distribution 

 

 

  
Fig.7 Velocity distribution in pipeline at flow rate of 0.5m/s: (a) integral pipeline flow rate 

distribution, (b) cross section flow velocity distribution, (c) flow velocity distribution near the 

wall 

 

In order to determine the flow pattern of the fluid in the pipeline, the speed cloud 

diagram in the simulation results are analyzed. Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b) are integral pipeline and 

cross sectional view of the velocity distribution at a velocity of 0.5 m/s. It can be seen from 

the figure that the flow pattern of the main fluid in the pipeline is similar, further analysis of 

the speed vector near the wall surface can be obtained: due to the viscosity of the fluid, there 

is a certain velocity gradient near the wall surface, and the closer to the wall the velocity is 

lower. 

(2) Vortex intensity near wall 

The corrosion solution with a flow rate of 0.25 m/s or more is in a turbulent flow state, 

and the formation conditions of turbulent flow must form vortices and its movement to critical 

fluids. It can be seen in Fig.8 that as the flow velocity of the fluid increase, the vortex 

Y axis 

position 

a) 

b) 
c) 
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intensity at the near wall gradually increase. The greater the velocity gradient between 

adjacent fluids near the wall, the higher the vortex intensity of the vortex formed[30], and 

then the vortex near the wall can accelerate the dissolution rate of corrosion products on the 

metal surface [31]. 

 

 

Fig.8 The relationship between flow velocity and vortex intensity near the wall 

 

 (3) Turbulence intensity 

 
Fig.9 The relationship between flow velocity and turbulence intensity at Y axis position 

 

The turbulent intensity of a fluid is a physical quantity that measures the pulsation degree 

of a liquid. Therefore, the pulsation degree of a fluid with a large turbulence intensity is large. 

An increase in the pulsation degree of the fluid can enhance the interaction between the fluid 

at that location and the critical fluid, thereby enhancing mass transfer and momentum transfer. 

Select the Y axis position at the cross section of Fig.7(b) to establish the turbulence intensity 

at different positions on the Y axis position at different flow velocities(Fig.9). It can be seen 

from the figure, as the flow rate increase, the pulsation at the near wall surface of the fluid 

increase, and the interaction with the critical fluid increase. 

 

Discussion 
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By comparing the experimental results of the two experimental devices, it is found that 

the corrosion rate of coupons in loop corrosion system is higher than that in autoclave, which 

is similar to the corrosion in the corrosive environment of actual oil and gas field, belongs to 

FAC. The corrosion mechanism of the FAC is mainly contain: (1) The corrosive liquid forms 

a vortex near wall surface and generates a higher vortex intensity, accelerating the dissolution 

of the surface corrosion product; (2) The vortex near wall surface carries the dissolved Fe2+ 

and CO3
2- migrates to the bulk fluid, reducing the corrosion coupons surface Fe2+ and CO3

2- 

concentrations, and then promote exposed metal substrates continue corrosion. 

（1）Formation of vortex near wall 

The flow pattern of the fluid can be determined based on the Reynolds number (Re), and 

the relationship between Reynolds number and flow rate can be expressed by the following 

equation: 

 

Where ρ is density for metal materials, ū is velocity, d is feature length and v is fluid 

viscosity.  

 

 

Fig.10 Schematic diagram of vortex formation process 

 

Therefore, the Reynolds number of a corrosive liquid with a flow rate of 0.25m/s in this 

pipeline Re = 6250, which is greater than 4000 and in a turbulent state [24,29]. Increasing the 

flow rate will continue to increase the turbulence degree, and the essence of turbulence is the 

formation and migration of vortices. It can be seen from the formation of the vortex at 

turbulent boundary layer in Fig.10. Because the fluid has a certain viscosity, the flow velocity 

in boundary layer is characterized by a gradient distribution. The boundary layer consists of a 

viscous sublayer near the metal and a transitional layer from laminar to turbulent. The 

thickness of viscous sublayer and transitional layer gradually becomes thinner as the flow rate 

increases. For a certain flow layer, a critical flow layer with a velocity greater than that is 
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applied with a shear stress in the forward direction, and a flow layer near wall with a velocity 

smaller than that is applied with the shear stress in the reverse flow direction. The opposite 

direction of shear forces in primary flow layer will constitute moments, and then getting a 

tendency to form vortex (Fig.10(a)) [30]. However，for flowing fluids, slight turbulent 

pulsations occur in the transitional layer from laminar to turbulent, the flow velocity is 

increased and the pressure is decreased due to the reduction of the cross-section of the 

micro-flow beam at the rise of the flow layer, while the flow velocity is decreased and the 

pressure is increased at the indentation, stimulate slightly fluctuating fluid layers to withstand 

a certain lateral pressure (Fig.10(b)), which promotes more drastic fluctuations in the flow 

zone (Fig.10(c)), under the combined effect of lateral pressure and shear forces, the vortices 

thus formed (Fig.10(d)), and the magnitude of vortex intensity is related to the gradient of 

velocity near the wall [32-35]. 

（2）Effect of vortex movement near the wall on corrosion 

 

 

Fig.11 Flow accelerated corrosion mechanism diagram 

 

The vortex intensity of the fluid near wall surface of the viscous sublayer is larger, the 

swirling rate of the vortex is higher, and the dissolution of surface corrosion products and the 

diffusion rate of ions into the transition layer are accelerated. When ions diffuse into the 

transition layer, the intensity of the vortex is only slightly reduced. For a certain vortex, the 

flow velocity on the side close to the bulk fluid is higher and the pressure is lower, while the 

flow velocity on the side near the wall is lower and the pressure is higher, and upward lift is 

generated during the interaction with the fluid, carrying the dissolved corrosion product ions 

migrates to the critical fluid layer, and gradually diffuses to the bulk fluid. The diffusion rate 

of the vortex to bulk fluid is related to turbulence intensity, the greater the turbulence intensity 

is, the more violent the pulsation of the turbulent flow is, the faster the vortex moves from 

transition layer to bulk fluid, the more severe the corrosion is. The increase of ions transported 

from transition layer to bulk fluid will reduces the ion concentration in the transition layer, 

and the concentration difference between dissolved corrosion product ions in viscous sublayer 

and transition layer becomes larger, accelerating the diffusion rate of ions in the viscous 
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sublayer, which in turn promoting the dissolution of corrosion products on the metal surface. 

Long-term FAC can lead to thinner walls.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Corrosion test of autoclave and loop corrosion system under the same conditions found 

that the corrosion rate in loop corrosion system was about 1.5 times than that in autoclave. 

The corrosion products on the surface of coupons in autoclave showed a natural growth state, 

that made the surface rough; However, the corrosion products morphology on the coupons 

surface in the loop corrosion system was smooth, which is similar to the FAC during oil and 

gas field production. Further simulation revealed that the vortexes in viscous sublayer and the 

transition layer are the main causes of FAC. The vortex in viscous sublayer can accelerate the 

dissolution of surface corrosion products and the diffusion rate of ions into the transition layer, 

the vortices in transition layer generate a lift to bulk fluid under the effect of turbulent 

pulsation, and carrying the dissolved corrosion product ions into the bulk fluid, the more ions 

migrated from transition layer to bulk fluid, the lower the ion concentration in transition layer, 

so that the concentration difference between dissolved corrosion product ions in viscous 

sublayer and transition layer becomes larger, accelerating the diffusion rate of ions in the 

viscous sublayer, which in turn promoting the dissolution of corrosion products on the metal 

surface. Therefore, in the oil and gas field production process, long-term FAC will lead to 

thinning of the pipe wall. 
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